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Coins for everyday transactions are a comparatively moderm idea in Bunna, 
having been introduced there less than 20C years ago. This note attempts to 
outline the development of the coinage and to list the coin« produced for upe 
in Bunna from that time to the present date. 

BODAWPAYA (178I-I819) 

Bodawpaya, a son of the founder 
bf the Alaungpaya Djmasty, took the 
throne in February 1781 following the 
murder of the previous King, his neph
ew Singu, and in order to eliminate 
all opposition he immediately murdered 
all his rivals, their wives, children 
and servants. At that time his King
dom comprised much the same area as 
present day Burma with the exception 
of Arakan, which separated by a 
range of hills, had been an indepen
dent Kingdom for centuries. Until 
Bodawpaya*s time, there were no coins 
for general use throughout Burma, 
although there had been local issues, 
notably in Arakan by the Chandra 
Dynasty, 4-6th Century, the Pyu-Mon 
series in South East Burma, 2-5th 
Century and a later series in Arakan 
in the 17-l8th Century. (Refs 1, 2 
and 3)» This later Arakan series, well 
documented by Phajrre, (Ref 3, pp 5-11) 
came to an end in 1784-5 when Bodawpaya 
took over the Kingdom of Arakan during 
a time of turmoil. The last coins of 
this series were issued in Arakan by 
the Burmese Governor installed by 
Bodawpaya, the inscription on them 
reading "1146 (a 1784 AD) Amarapura, 
Kingdom of the Lord of many White Ele
phants" (Ref 3 p 11). They were 
struck in gold and silver, both with 
similar inscriptions, the larger 
having a wide striated rim. These then 
were the first coins issued by Bodaw
paya, though their use was probably 
restricted to Arakan. 

Trade between Burma and the East India Company had ceased following the 
massacre by the Burmese in 1759, of most of the British in the trading post at 
riegrais, an island at the South West point of the Irrawaddy delta, but a 
British Resident was established in Rangoon in 179b as a result or a successmi 
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miR'ion rrn •< V^e Tov^rnor General of India to the Burmese Government in Ava in 
1975, and the way was again open for Trade with the British. 

All Trade and Bazaar purchases up to this time were carried out by barter 
or by weip̂ hing out lumos of metal, usually silver or lead, both of wiiich were 
available in Burma, although since Europeans had been trading in Burmese ports 
for about two centuries, some of this metal will have been from European and 
ETC coins. Bodawpaya saw the need for coins of his own, and although he may 
have been experimenting in his capital Ava, the evidence for his coinage is 
unclear. It is certain however that he gave patterns to Captain Cox, the British 
Resident, to take to Calcutta to have trial coins Gtruck (Ref 3 P 35, Ref 4 
VP 13-16)» He also asked Cox to procure minting equipment for him. The patterr.s 
given to Cox appear to have been siler pieces similar in design to the Pyu-Mon 
coins, and copper pieces with the simple design of two fishes one abo^e the 
other. The revf̂ rses of the copper coins carried an inscription in Burmese p'-'ving 
the date of Bodawpaya's accession, 1143 BE (=178l AD). Cox returned from 
Calcutta in 1797 with 20,000 silver and 100,000 copper coins, together with the 
minting machinery, which Bodawpaya used to strike more coins. Unwisely he 
issued them at a taken value, about one quarter of their real value. After a 
very short time the people reverted to their lumps of silver and lead, and 
Bodawpaya was forced to withdraw the coins. Temple (Ref 4 pp 14-15) suggests 
that coins with the two fishes design were minted in silver, as well as in 
three denominations, values unknown, in copper. Although specimens of the 
coppers exist today, there appear to be none in silver, and even in Temple's time 
(iR^O) he says that none of the silver pieces appear to have survived. 

Vum Ko Hau, who has in his collection some of the silver coins similar 
to the Pvu-Mon natfeerns, refers to them as "Ava's", though he gives no explan
ation for the use of the naune (Ref 11 pp 253-4). 

BAGYIDAW (1891-37), TKARAWADDY (1837-46), and PAGAN (1846-53). 

Bodawpaya died in I819, ̂uid was succeeded by his grandson, Bagyidaw. No 
evidence is apparent of any coinage during Bagyidaw's reign, but there is a 
record of a silver coin of his successor. King Tharawaddy (1837-46), depicting 
the moon and a hare on the obverse, and a lotus on the reverse. (Ref 5 p 37). 

Bae;yidaw's reign was beset with frontier problems which led to the 1st 
Anglo-Burmese War, (1824-26), and as a result, he was forced to give up Arakan 
and Tenasserin, two large coastal provinces. He did however retain his three 
chief ports, Bassein, Rangoon and Martaban» 

Temple (Ref 4 p I7) records that King Pagan (1846-53) also tried to force 
a token currency, but gives no details^ It may be that these coins were those 
referred to by Barrelto (Ref 5) as silver coins with the Shwepyizoe Bird on the 
obverse, and the date in the Buddhist Eta 2390 (=l846 AD) on the reverse. 

MINDON (1853-78) 

King Mindon deposed his mad brother Pagan in February I853, at the 
end of the 2nd Anglo-Burmese War (1852-3) and was humiliated to have to surrender 
the Province of Pegu to the British, who then occupied the whole of Lower 
Burma, including Arakan and Tenasserim. He therefore ruled a much depleted 
Upper Burma which had no access to the sea except through British held territory. 
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iiritish Ijurma, as Lower uurma was tnen known, was administered from India, and 
sustained a considerable army, apart from numerous British and Indian traders, 
all of whom were using the current Indian coins. 

une of the earliest coins of Hindon may liave been a lar^e silver piece 
now in the î iritish Museum, which is 59 nun diameter, euid weighs I0.45 grams, 
ie 1 Kyat or ïical weight. This coin has the simple design of a standing bird 
facing x̂ ight on the obverse, and the date in the -Burmese "^ra of the Noble 
Keligion <£5Ó9" (= 1Ö:?5 Ai)) on the reverse. It is suggested that this bird is 
the ohwepyizoe bird (common lora), for it clearly resembles that bird as 
illustrated in "The riirds of Burma" (Hef 6). The date however, is the acce
ssion yi-ar of King Kindon, and the coin may therefore be attributed to him. 
If Barrelto is correct in attributing the Shwepyizoe Bird to King r..gan, it 
would a. pear that both Pagan and Mindon used the same emblem, which is uru-r-ual. 
The author would appreciate any information which readers may have to clarify 
this. 

Colonel fule records that Mindon had no coinage in 1c55 (î ef 7 p 258), but 
tnere is evidence from tne Birmingham mint records that in order to establish a 
regular coinage for circulation in Upper Burma, Mindon arranged to build a new 
mint in the new city of Mandalay which he had foxxnded in 1857. The minting 
machinery was supplied by Halph Heaton and Sons of Birmingham in I865 and was 
erected under the direction of one of their foremen. The mint was formally 
opened on an auspicious date chosen by the Hoyal Astrologers, the 9th day of 
the waning; moon in the month of Tazuangbom (November) I865 (Hef 8). The coins 
produced v;ere the gold kyat, quarter kyat and 1 pe with the 'chintne' design, 
th well Known 'peacock' series in silver, copj.er coins with a peacock, and 
lead coins with a hare, A gold 1 Kyat, and two smaller denominations, 1 mu and 
1 pe with the peacock design are also knov/n to exist, but it is suspected that 
tney are restrikes from tne dies used for silver coins. 

Hecent evidence (x<ef 9) shows the existence of proof silver peacock coins 
in the reserve ccllection of the ijiirminghara mint, but it is not clear if they 
were minted in Birmingham, although ^orrer (Kef 10) lists Burma as one of tne 
couni-ries for wnich coins wera produced by the Birmingham mint at the time the 
machinery was 3Ut..plied to ilandalay. iJies for the peacock coins are r .-ported to 
nave been seen in the Calcutta mint in l94-5i but no evidence has oeen seen as 
to whether jurmese coins were u.inted there or whetxier the dies nad been taxen 
to Calcutta when tne r.andalay mint closed. 

At least two other silver Kyat coins were minted in the lobO period, tne 
first depicting a peacock with spread wings and the date 1214 óS, (= 1ü^3 HJ) , 
and tlie second depicting a peacock with folded tail, flanked by two floral 
garlands, and tiie date 1222 B^ (= I8ÓO AD). There appears to be no information 
on the origin of these two silver pieces, though wnether they were issued as 
coins is in doubt since they each weigh 1 tical, ie about I0 grams, coinpared to 
the normal peacock 1 kyat coin weigning 11.5 grams. 

The copper coins of liinion are a one quarter pe (equivalent to one Indian 
pice) with a peacock design and date 1227 BK (1865 AD), and a tv/o pya (equiva
lent to tne Indian -^ Anna), dated 12^1 BE (IÖ69 -'VD) with a ciiintne on the 
obverse. There are said to be iron copies of the I865 ^ pe coin, out tney 
are very rare. Temple says they were forced on the people at one third of the 
_ ;-e, ie they would nave been equivalent to one Indian pie (Hef 4 p 45). 
ijindon's lowest deno:.iination coins were in lead and depicted a hare on the ob
verse, tue value in uurinese on the reverse being quoted as one quarter or one 
ei nih of the copper coin. It is usuaj.ly assumed that this refers to the ^ pe 
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of 1863. They are therefore equivalent to /16 and y62 of the pe. The diameter 
of bc|th coins is about the same, ie 21-22 mm, but the weight varies considerably, 
the /52 pe being found at about 8 grams and also about 13 grams, which is the 
same weight as the /I6 pe. 

''HIBAW (lM78-8t;) 

King Thibaw, one of Mindon's many sons, succeeded to the throne on his 
father's death in 1878, amidst considerable intrigue which included his i.natriage 
to Princess Supayalat. Soon after she became queen, she prevailed upon the 
King to imnrison, and ultimately in February l879 to massacre, about 80 members 
of the royal family, whom she and her ministers considered a threat to the 
throne. 

The gold issue of King Thibaw filled a gap in Mindon's series, ie a half 
kyat (or 5 mu). This coin, bearing on the obverse the mythical creature known 
to the Burmese as the "to" - half lion and half deer, is dated 1240 BE. (I8v8 AD), 
the King's accession date. Thibaw also issued a copper ^ pe dated 1240, again 
with the tS on the obverse. Brass copies of these exist, on which the designs 
are much cruder than the original, and which were -possibly a token currency 
forced on the people by the King. Temple suggests they were made from the 
waete trimmed from the copper sheets used for the regular coins, alloyed with 
•/.inc. to mnke a more easily workable brass (ref 4 p 90)» 

KelatLonships between the British and the Burmese had become further 
strained during Thi'oaw's reign and eventually led to the 3rd Anglo Burmese .,'ar 
in 188^. This was a very brief affair consisting essentially of an unopposed 
advance by Î ritish trooos to Myingyan, 50 miles south west of Mandalay, when 
the king surrendered, and the whole of Burma, with the exception of the Shan 
States, then became under British rule. The Minaon and Thibaw coins remained 
in circulation '"or about four years, being withdrawn in 1889 and officially 
replaced by the Indian coins, which had already been in use in Lower Burma for 
over' thirty years. 

INDEPEMDKNT iJURMA (1948-present) 

Indian coins continued in use throughout Burma for the vjhole of the 
period of British rule, except for the Japanese occupation of January 1^42 -
August 19'55, but in 1949» following the granting of independence in 19^8, a aew 
series of Burmese coins minted in nickel and copper-nickel by the î oyal Mint in 
ijondon, was put into circulation. The shapes of the indian coins were retained 
•'nd a new obverse with a 'chinthe', designed by Paget, was introduced, but the 
v'lluos were ;'iven their Burmese names, ie instead of the 'anna' and the 'pice', 
we have tiio 'ne' and the 'pya', the largest coin being the 8 pe, equivalent to 
a half rupee- The Indian -̂ aipee was not replaced until decimalisation in 195<i, 
when the Kyat, divided into 100 pya was issued as part of a new cupro-nickel 
series minted by the Royal Mint. 

The dates on the 1949 coins were in Burmese script using the Christian 
Era, but in 1952 the Burmese hlra date was added on the obverse of the 2'j> pya, 
50 pya, 1 kyat coins. This decimal series by the Koyal Mint, was produced from 
195-̂ - to 1965» but in 1966 a new series with denominations from 1 to 50 pya in 
aluminium was introduced, with the chinthe replaced by the bust of Aung San, the 
uurmese lender assa;.,sinated in 1947- The author has been unable to obtain my 
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information concerning th', minting of these 1966 coins except that they were 
not produrfd by the Royal Mint. After 11 years with no new coins, a cupio-
nickel 1 kyat piece dated 197b, wae issued in the FAO series. The author knows 
of no other coins in recent years. 

COIN UENOllIflA'J'TONS 

The system of weifihts in Burma in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
used the 'kyat' (pronounced "tjat") as a main unit, which was identical' +0 the 
Siamese 'tical'. There were 100 kyats to 1 viss, which was 3-65 lbs, anu thus 
the kyat was equal to I6.6 grams. It was divided into ?0 pe (pronounced 'pai', 
as 'Dair' without the 'r') 10 mu ('moo'), and 5 mat. 

Hindon used these units for the coins he introduced in Upraer Burma iu *:he 
l86(./'s, and as they were a decimal system there were difficulties in makin, th-.'. 
interchangeable with the Indian coins circulating in Lower Burma where there were 
I0 annap to one rupee. Nowadays the values of the silver peacock coins are 
matched to the Indian rupee and anna series as in the following table, but they 
may not necessarily have passed at these values in the bazaars. 

BUHMKSE VALUE 

VALUE ir-öc.UbEu 
or- COIN 

INDIAN VHLUE - UUPEE& 

1 Kyat 

0 
0 

1 

5 Mu 

9r 

1 

1 Mat 

i 

1 Mu 

0 
L 

i 

1 l-e 

^ 1 
0 

1 1 
/16 ( - 1 / inna ' 1 

The t7*''3 fcaris of the same period were eauivalent to the Indian Mohur and 
its fractions, and were inscribed as for the silver coins above, with the 
exception of the •} gold kyat, which reads ie 2 mu 1 pe, which is 2] mu or 
I Mohur. 

The lower denominations in copper and lead, had their values written out 
in a rather lengthy word style. These are explained for each coin in the cat-
alop;ue following these notes. 

By 1949, when the coinage for Independent Burma was introduced, the Indian 
system wns abandoned in favour of the Burmese units, and we find values in "pe" 
and "pya" again, instead of "anna" and "pice", there beim; 64 pya to one kyat, 
just as there were 64 pice to a rupee. In 1952, when the coins were decimalised, 
the Dya was used as the basic unit at 100 pya to one kyat. 

THE BÜKMESE EKA (BE) 

The dating system used in Burma is that instituted by King Popa Sawrahin 
in AU 638, so that to convert from BE to AD we simply add 638 to the BE figure. 
This sometimes gives a date which appears to be one year out, because the 
Burmese New Year commences about the middle of April, ijome referencer- quote 
Burmese dates according to the Siamese OS (Chula Sakarat) system. Thr,t is in 
fact the same as the Burmese Era, but was not adopted in Siam until the Burmese 
occunation of Siam in the l6th century, when it displaced the haha Jakarat ^̂ hich 
dated from 78 AD. The OS system remained in official use in öiam until I087, but 
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continues in Burma to this day as the Burmese Era. The Buddhist Era, 
or "Era of the Noble Religion", dates from the foundation of Buddhism 
in 5^5 BC. 

BURMESE SCRIPT 

In a short paragraph it is only possible to give an elementary 
outline of Burmese script, but the following may help readers to 
recognise some words and read the values on the coins. 

The basis 
of consonants 

no ka 

© sa 

CO ta 

U pa 

cx) or <| ya 

for the 
in which 

8 

ao 

CX3 

o 

(\) 

hka 

hsa 

hta 

hpa 

la 

scrx 
the 

pt is the short 
'a' is inherent 

O or 

(̂  or 

3 or 

C^ or 

O wa 

CO 

% 

G 

CO 

ga 

za 

da 

ba 

00 

vowe] 
* ̂  • 

tha 

. 30 

C 

^ 

^ 

<o> 

= a, and a series 

nga 

nya 

na 

ma 

OOha 

Vov/els are indicated by adding symbols before, after, above or 
beneath the consonamts or the inherent vowel. They may be pure or 
nazalised, or have a consonant ending, e.g:-

3r) 
c 

oof 
• 
c 

a 

tan 

ngan 

(e) ma 

^ ^ myan 

•Xi'. thon 

©: see 
OC 
&C naing 

GOJS daw 

OC 
a?C: taing 

C 
C\30 lok 
L 

Space does not permit any more, but the following examples from 
the coins show the construction of words :-

m\L> tjat (kyat) 30t hsin (elephant) cl*. nga (five) 

00 91 thakin (lord) CD> ' moo (mu) OOOSOO yadanabon (Mandalay) 

The inscriptions quoted in my list are as inscribed on the coins 
even though some spellimg is incorrect. In particular it should be 
noted that the value 'mu' is correctly spelt as W'. but it sometimes 
appears as Co) or C>> , One Mu is usually abreviated to O . 

The letter O 'pa' can sometimes be pronounced 'ba', so that 
for example the value 'pya' should sometimes be 'bya'. Similarly 
OO 'ta' can be pronounced 'da', and the appropriate form is used 
in the transliteration. 

The numbers a r e : -

O J 9 9 3 Q <\ <^ e = ' ° 
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Notes on the listing of coins in the catalogue 

1. The whole period under review has been divided into shorter periods 
coincidint̂  with the reigns of the monarchs, eacn having a reference 
letter. The coins have been listed as far as possible in date order, 
and numbered sequentially, 

2. All weiglits are in grams, sind have been quoted in one of tnree ways:-

a) when only one coin has been examined, tne actual weight is given. 

b) when the weiguts of several coins is known, and the variation xs 
small, an average weight is given. E.g. c 10.5 gtn. 

c) where the difference in weight between two or more similar coins is 
relatively large, indicating two weight stamdeurds, then two weights 
are given. 

3. l̂ ie vcxrieties, if known, are listed using suffixes a, b, c etc witn the 
same coin reference number. 
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present. 
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CATALOGUE OF COINS 

PEIÏIOD A ÉODAV/PAYA (1781-1819) 

A1 Arakan - Amarapura 11^6 BE (178^ AD) 
These Amarapura coins are the last of the 17/18th Century Arakan 
series, having been issued by King Bodawpaya of Burma when he 
conquered Arakan in 178'f. They were Bodawpaya's first coins and 
therefore form a starting point for this study. 

Ala Obv 8t Rev: 

Alb Obv & Rev: 

Ale Obv & Rev: 

Inscription within oblique line border. 
^^kS 178^ AD 

Anarapura 

Hsin byu mya 

Sh in n a i n g ngan 

Amarapura 

Kingdom of the Lord 

of many white elephants 
Dia: 35nun V/t: 9.98gm 

Inscription as Ala within border of dots and lines, 
D i a : 55niin U t : 9.87sm 

I n s c r i p t i o n a s Ala w i t h o u t b o r d e r . 
D i a : 27-29mm Ut : c l C ^ g m 

A2 As A1 in Gold. 
Obv & Rev: Inscription as Ala within oblique line border. 

Dia: 27nira V/t: lO.IIgm 

^̂ 5-'̂ ,̂ 

Ala Alb Ale A2 

A3 Symbolic coin '»797 AD Silver 
I»Iinted in Calcutta from pattern provided by Bodav;paya. 

A3a Obv: Sankh shell surmounted by a hti (umbrella) and flanked 
by two cobras, 

' Rev: A design of triangles and lines which may represent fire 
water and air as symbols of the cosmology of Buddhism. 

Ref 1. p.35 and PI IV No.2 Dia: JOmm V/t: •c.9.9cm 
A5b Obv & Rev: as AJa with minor design differences. 

Dia: 17mm V/t: 5,^5gm 

A3a A5b 
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A^ "Two fishes" design 11^3 BE (173l AD) , Copper 

From an examination of thirteen specimens of this coin'there 
would appear to be five distinct types, as A^.l to A^.5 below, 
classified by diameter and weight, together with known die varieties, 
The laj?gest, i.e. A^«1 may have been the "pice" referred to by 
Temple (Ref k, pp 14-15), but as he records that they were issued 
by Bodawpaya at a token value, and the "pice" is an Indian, not a 
Burmese unit, no attempt is made to attribute denominations to them. 

kk,^ Large flan Obv: Two fishes on a plain ground. 
Rev: Inscription in a circle with a border of dots 

0 0 9 9 p 
CO o 0 CO a 

^ ^ Goal's c 

n't? Era 

Tabodwe la 

byi gyaw 

14th 

1781 AD 

I 'f th day of the waning moon 

i n the month of Tabodwe, 

A4.1a 
A4.1b 
A 4 , 1 C 
A ^ . l d 

0% xco 
Die varieties: 
Crude designs and script. No centre circle. 
As A4.1a but " Q" omitted from "or̂ " on second line of script. 
Improved design and script, with centre circle. 
As A4 , 1 C with centre hole punched. 

Dia: 31-32mm Wt: c. 9.76gm 

A4.1a 

A4,2 Medium flan 

A4.1b A4.1C 

Obv & Rev: As on A4,1 
Dia: 29-30min V/t: 

Die varieties: 
A4,2a Crude designs and script. No cenl̂ re circle. 
kk,2h As A4.2a but " ̂ " omitted from "o^" 

Mdè;s 

A4.2a A'f.2b 
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A^.3 Small flan 
Obv & Rev: as on A^.l 
Dia: 22mm Wt: 'f.39gm 

A'f.^ ' Medium flan 
•Obv: as Â f.l Rev: as A^.l but without dotted border. 

Dia: 28mm Wt: é.97gm 
"A^,5 Medium flan 

Obv 8c Rev: as A't.'t but from improved dies and punched centre hole 
Dia: 27.5nmi V/t: 7.53gin 

A^,^_ ^ 

A5 "Two fishes" design _ j 11^3 BE Silver 
Reported by Temple, but none observed» 

PERIOD B BAGYIDAW (1819-1837) 

No coins known. 

Aif.? 

PERIOD 0 THARAWADDY (1837-1846) 

01 Reported by Barrelto as Obv: Moon and hare. Rev: Lotus, 
but none observed» 

PERIOD D PAGAN (1846-1853) 

D1 Reported by Barrelto as Obv: Year of Religion 2390 
, Rev: Shwepyizoe bird» 

None observed, ~~ 

PERIOD E MINDON (1853-1878) 

El Shwepyizoe bird design 2596 Noble Era Silver. 
Obv: Shwepyizoe bird on a plain ground, with dotted rim. 

Silver» 

Silver, 

Rev: tha tha na daw Era of the Noble Religion 

2396 AD 1853 
Dia: 39mm Wt: l6.45gm (=1kyat) 

E2 1 Kyat Spread wing peacock 1214 BE » Silver. 
Obv: Peacock with spread wings in full display 

and two groups of five rosettes. 

thagiyit Era 

1214 
Dia: 29.5mm 

R e v : 30 CO c p IÏV 

OJO9 AD 1853 
Wt: l6»23gm 
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E1 £2 

E3 Common "Peacock" series 121^ BE Silver. ' 
E3.1 (Y7) 1 Kyat Dia: 31mm Wt: c. 11.5gm 

Obv: Inscription around peacock in full display 

CDSOO GQnn Tazeik taw Stamp Royal 

Rev: Inscription around wreath. Value and date in centre. 

0 CO S O U C ^ ^ ? 0 6cnr> Yadanabon nepyi^aW 'llandalay the Royal Residence 
'Q •• ' En 
D OO: 3ol: t'tjat thon dinga Use coin as 1 Kyat 

OJ 09 1214 1853 AD 

E3.1 
E3.2 ( Y 6 ) 5 MU Dia: 2'fmm 

Obv 8c Rev: As E3.1 except value : -

g/̂ J CO'. Nga mu thon 

E3.3 (Y5) 1 Mat • ' Dia: 19.5mm' 
Obv & Rev: As E3i1 except value:-

0 OJ: t'mat thon 
L 

E3.4 (Y4) 1 Mu Dia: 15.5mm 
Obv & Rev: As E3.I except value:-

E3.2 

Wt: 5.75gm 

Use as 5 Mu 

V/t: c. 2.9gni 

Use as 1 Mat 

Wt: c. 1.4gm 

Use as 1 Mu 

i c. 0.75gm 

O DOÏ t'mu thon 

E3.5 (Y3) 1 Pe Dia: 12mm Wt: 

Three die varieties are known: 
E3.5a Obv & Rev: As E3.1 except value:-

0 OO'. t'be thon 

E3.5b Accent omitted from value,,reading 0 o^: instead of oo^J 

E3.5c Figure j omitted from date, reading o 09 instead of 0J3<; 

E4 Bronze pattern of silver "peacock" 5 Mu 1214 
Obv & Rev: As E3.2 Dia: 24mm 

Use as 1 Pe 

Wt: 4.77gm 
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E5 Peacock on stippled ground 1214 BE Silver. 

E6 

These coins are possibly common ^'peacock" 
type E3 coins with the stippling applied 
after striking, thus obliterating the 
obverse inscription. Only 1 Mat and 1 IIu 
versions are known to the author, but 
Temple records a 5 Mu. 

E5.1 1 Kyat As E3.1 but stippled. Dia: 31nmi V/t:11.31gm 
E5.2 5 Mu As E3.2 but stippled. (See Temple, Ref k, p H . ) 
E5.3 1 Hat As E3,3 but stippled. Dia: 19.5mm Wt: 2.69gm 
E5.A- 1 Mu As E3A but stippled. Dia: 15.5mm Wt: 1.32gm 

Gold restrikes of silver "peacock" types E3. 1214 BE 
E6.1 1 Kyat As E3.1 Reported by Friedberg, none observed, 
E6,2 1 Mu As E3.4 Dia: 15.5mm Wt: 1.64gm 
E6.3a 1 Pe As E3.5 Dia: 12.0mm Wt:c. 0,65gm 
Eé.3b 1 Pe As E3,5 Dia: 12.0mm Wt: 0.90gm 

E7 1 Kyat Folded wing peacock 1222 BE Silver. 

Obv: Peacock facing L, tail folded, 
flanked by floral branches. 

Rev: 
00 on cp § thagiyit 

E 8 Chinthe design 1228 BE 

Dia: 32mm 

Gold. 

1222 

V/t: c 

Era 

(AD i860) 

. 15.75gm 

E8,1 E8.2 

E8.1 1 Kyat Obv: CJiinthe (mythical lion), inscrip'tion and date; 

fbCGOO CnSOU C<m chinthe tazeik taw Chinthe Stamp Royal 

Ojja 1228 AD 1866 
Rev: Inscription around wreath, value in centre: 

C C I 
CiCn^Ocj C&^^ Gcno Yadanabon Nepyidaw Mandalay the 

O . £ Royal Residence 
0 Op; 30?: t'tjat thon dinga Use coin as 1 Kyat 

*" Dia: 26/5mm Wt: 11.94gm 
2 Mu 1 Pe (2-J Mu) Obv & Rev: As E8.1 except value : 
301; hnit mu t'be thon dinga Use coin as 2^ Mu 

Dia: 18.5mm V/t: c. 2.75gm 

E8.2 

E8.3 1 Pe 

O COS 
L 

sol: 
Obv & Rev: As E8.1 except value: 

t'be thon dinga 
Dia: 11.0 

Use coin as 1 Pe 
Wt: 0.67gm 
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E9 (Y1) ^Pe Peacock d i s p l a y i n g 122? BE Copper , 

Obv: Peacock ^ fac ing L, i n f u l l d i s p l a y , and i i iS ' s r i jp t ion a r o u n d , 
w i t h d a t e below p e a c o c k ' s f e e t . 

2 S 3 ? C ; chSuCcrO Udaung d a z e i k taw 

- ?JJ9. 1227 
Rev: I n s c r i p t i o n and v a l u e w i t h i n g a r l a n d : 

6 5 b a ) Ocno 
o 00: 3 0 / ; Sfl 

9^0 cr> Y 

Die v a r i e t i e s : 
( a ) S i x r a y e d s t a r above and 

b e l o w ' l e g e n d on r e v e r s e » 
( b ) No s t a r s on r e v e r s e . 

Yadanabon 

Nepyidaw 

t ' b e t h e n d i n g a i 

l a y bon t a bon 
D i a : Z^xam 

Peacock Stamp Royal 

1865 AD 

Mandalay 

the Royal Residence 

Coin to be used as 

one fourth part of one Pe 
V7t: c, 6,3gm 

E9(b) 

E10 (Yla) As type E8 in iron. 
Reported by Temple but none observed. 

Ell (Y2) "s-Pe Chinthe I23I BE Copper. 
Obv: Chinthe facing L, inscription and date. 

8 603 CO 50O Q<yh Chinthe tazeik taw & 
0J9 0 1231 

Rev: Inscription within wide floral border: 

Chinthe Stamp Royal 

1869 AD 

3) 6 ao?^ Gcrf> ^ A hsaung daw mye 
Dia: 3''nun 

Always keep with you 
Wt: c. 11.^gm 

E12 

E11 

Hare design Lead. 1231 BE • 
E12.1a (Y D1) 1/16 Pe 

Obv: Hare facing L, inscription and date: 

03^ 0Ó SOU C O T ? Yon tazeik taw 

1231 

Rev: Value in wreath: . 

" " O7*. Kye n i d i n g a 6[CQi <̂  3 

61/ C C' CQ Ó 

Hare Stamp Royal 

1869 AD 

Copper c o i n 

of four parts one part 
i.e. Use coin as ̂  part of copper coin 

E12.1b Variety with reverse blank 
-see Temple p.^5 and PI. II No.36 



E12.2a (Y Cl) 
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1/32 Pe 
Obv & Rev: As E12,1^ except value : 

Gil O o co U i shit pon ta pon 

(Use coin) as 1/8th part (of copper coin) 
Dia: 20-2linm Wt: c. 7.0gm 

•• E12,2b Design and inscription as E12.2a but a thicker coin 
Dia: 20-21mm Ut: c. 13.2gm 

PERIOD F THIBAW (l878-1885) 

F1 (Y C8) 5 Mu 12^0 BE Gold. 
Obv: T6 (I'lythical l i o n with d e e r ' s head) facing L . , 

i n s c r i p t i o n and d a t e : 
0 • oc c , 
Co: CO soa C O D T8 dazeik taw To Stamp Royal 

0 1 9 0 12'fO 1878 AD 

Rev: Inscription around wreath, with value in centre; 

C^O~>pÓ G^^^GCno Yadanabon nepyidaw Mandalay the Royal Resid 
ence 

% -4' ̂''̂- nga mu thon dinga Use coin as'5 Mu 
Dia: 21,5mm Wt: 5.85gm 

F1 F2a 

F2 (y 9) -J Pe 12^0 BE Copper, 
Obv: To, with inscription around: 

O ' OC c 
CO: 09 300 CCTD To dazeik taw 

To Stamp Royal 

Rev: Inscription around wreath, with value in centre , and date: 

QOOS'^Ó CSJOCOGOTQ.. Yadanabon nepyidaw Mandalay the Royal Residence 

D OJ' 30}' t'mu thon dinga Use coin as one eighth 
''-'•, , shit pon ta bon part of one Mu 
O O cr? O 

0^j(;0 ''2'*° ''̂ 78 AD 
Two die varieties of the Reverse are known: /-p» Dia: 25.5nim 
F2a With rosette upright at top of wreath (XIp 

/ ^ Wt: 5.7gm 
F2b With rosette oblique at top of wreath wQfi 

F3 (Y 9a) Brass copy of -J Pe F2 * 
Designs and inscriptions are similar to F2 but cruder. 
Dia: c. 26mm Thickeness vary considerably and the weights of 
specimens examined varied from 2.65gni to 6.23gni. 

PERIOD G BRITISH RULE (1885-19^8) 

The coins of British India were in use throught this period, 
except during the Japanese occupation ^^k2-^^k^, 
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PERIOD H REPUBLIC OF BURMA (l9^8-present) 

Coins of types HI to H3 were struck by thé Foyal Mint in the 
UK, and as the details supplied by them included mintage figures, 
these are quoted here for completeness. Numbers quoted are in 
millions to the nearest 10,000 , e.g. 1,6A-M represents 1,6^2,000 . 

HI Chinthe design 19^9 - 1951 
The denominations and shapes of these the first coins of the 

Republic, correspond to the Indian coins which they replaced. They 
all have Obv: a chinthe on a plain ground. 

Rev: value in figures and words, with the AD date below. 

H1.1 HI ,2 HI.3 H1.^ HI,5 

H1.1 (Y 17) 

Rev: 

Dates : 
Mintage: 

H1,2 (Y 16) 

Rev: 

Dates: 

Mintage: 

HI.5 (Y 15) 

Rev: 

Dates: 
.Mintage: 

H1,^ (Y 1^) 

Rev: 

Dates: 
Mintage: 

8 Pe Round, milled edge, 

n 8 Pe 8 Pe 

^ 5" Ü s h i t pe Eight Pe 

o( i9Êi9if9 , oeOO 1950 
3.27M 3.92M 

Round, milled edge, 

4 Pe ^ Pe 

k Pe 

9 
cn<i> dS t ' m a t One Mat 

OQg(t 19^+9, 3 ( 3 0 ^ 1950 
6.55M 6.12M 

2 Pe 
\ 

Square , p l a i n edge.. 

2 Pe 2 Pe 

h n i t pe Two Pe 

0/^C/*19^9 0(^'1Ö1950 0/» ')3 ' '951 
^ ' 'y . lOM ^ ^ 8.52M '' 7MK 

N i c k e l . 

Dia: 2A-,1mm 

Wt: 5.83gni 

N i c k e l . 

Dia: 19.1nun 

Wt: 2.92gm 

Cupro n i c k e l . 
Across f l a t s : 

22,'fmm 
Across c o r n e r s : 

25,^mm 

1 Pe 

CO 0 

Wt: 5.85gni 

Twelve s c a l l o p s , p l a in edge, Cupro n i cke l , 

1 Pe 1 Pe 

t ' b e One Pe 

0(]pf/* 19if9 0(^301950 0(^301951 
.8.OOM 9.50M 6.50M 

Across c r e s t s 
of s c a l l o p s : 

21«Oram 

Wt: 3.89gm 



HI .5 (Y 13) 

Rev: 

D a t e : 
Min t age : 

2 Pya 
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S q u a r e , p l a i n 

2 Pya 

h n i t pya 

7 . OOM 

e d g e . 
• 

2 Pya '< 

Two Pya 

Cupro n i c k e l . 
^Across f l a t s : 

17.^Dim 
A c r o s s c o r n e r s : 

19.8nim 

Wt: 2.92gin 

H2 « 8 Pe 1952 Trial/Error Proof. * Cupro nickel. 
(See Seaby's Bulletin Sept 1976, p 370) ̂ .'^^g^ 

Obv: Chinthe, inscription and date (BE) : 

Pyi daung zu myama naing ngan daw 

131^ thagayit gu hnit 

H3 

Royal Union of Burma States 

Era 131^ Year (1952 AD) 

Rev: as H1.1 but with date o^gj (1952AD) 

Decimal issue 1952 - I966 Chinthe design. 

H3.1 H3.2 H3.3 H3.^ 

H3.1 (Y 23) 1 Kyat Round, security edge. 
Obv: Chinthe, inscription and date (BE), as H2, 

H3.5 H5.é 

Cupro nickel. 

Rev: Value and date (AD): 
O 
0 1 tjat 

00 rnl 5 t'tjat 

Dates : 1952. 1953, 1956, 1965. 
Mintage: 2.50M 7.50M 3.50M LOOM 

1 Kyat 

One Kyat » 

1952 

Dia: 50.5imn 

Wt: 11,66gm 
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H5.2 (Y 22) 50 Pya Roundj security edge. Cupro nickel. i 
Obv & Rev: As H3.1 except value: ' 

0 0 50 50 Dia: 26.Oram 

giO: bya Pya Wt: 7.78gm 

Dates: 1952, 195^, 1956, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1965, 1966. 
Mintage: 4.14M 12,OM 8.0M 2,0M 0,60M 4.80M 2.80M 3.40M 

H3.3 (Ï 21) 25 Pya Six scallops, plain edge. Cupro nickel. 
Obv: & Rev: As H3»1 except value: 

^ pc Across crests 
J J -̂  ^^ of scallops: 24.0mm 
^ : bya Pya Wt: 6.80gra 

Dates: 1952, 1954, 1956, 1959, 1961, 1962 1963, I965. 
Mintage: 13.54M I8.OOM 14.OOM 6.OOM 4.OOM 3.20M 16,00M 26.OOM 

H3.4 (Y 20) 10 Pya Square, plain edge, Cupro nickel, 
Obv: Chinthe on a plain ground. 
Rev: As H5.1 except value: 

Q Q ^Q ^Q Across flats: 19.8mm 
Across corners: 23.4mm 

^n* ^y» Pya '̂ *: 4.54gm 
Dates: 1952, 1952, 1953, 1956, 1962, 1963, 1965. 
Mintage: 20.OM 37.25M 22,75M 35.0M 6.OOM 21.5M 52.62M 

H3.5 (Y 19) 5 Pya Twelve scallops, plain edge. Cupro nickel, 
Obv 8c Rev: As H3.4 except value: Across crests > 

3 _ _ of scallops: 1Ö.5r)im 

^ ^ Wt: 3.24gm 
[CjD' bya Pya 

Dates: 1952, 1955, 1955, 1956, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1965, 1966. 
I-lintage: 20.OM 59.7M 40,2M 20,OM 12.OM 10.OM 40.0M 43.6H 20.OH 

H3.6 (YI8) 1 Pya Round, plain edge. Bronze. 
Obv & Rev: As H3.4 except value: 

0 1 1 Dia: l8.0nm 

gn; wt: 2.27sm 
bya Pya 

Dates: 1952, 1953, 1955, 1956. 
Mintage: 0.5M 14.0M 30.OM 15.OM 

Note: Limited issues (100 sets) of proof coins of types HI and 113 
were made in the years 1950, 1953, and 196I, bearing dates 
1949, 1952, and 1956 respectively. 
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H'f General Aimg San Issue I966 Aluminium. 
All coins in this series have shapes as for «the first decimal 
issue, Types H3. "̂  " . 
All have the same Obverse: 

Head of General Aung San, inscription and date (BE): 

Pyi daung zu myaraa naing ngan daw pyi thu ban thagayit 131^ gu hnit 
* Royal Union of Burma States Peoples Bank Era 131^ Year 
All have the same style of Reverse: Value and date (AD). 

HA-,1 (Y 28) 50 Pya, Round, Value on Rev: 
Dia: 25.0mm Vt: 2.0gm 

H'f,2 (Y 27) 

H^,3 (Y 26) 

H f̂.̂  (Y 25) 

Hif.5 (Y 2^ )̂ 

25 PyaI S ix s c a l l o p s . Value on Rev: 
Across c r e s t s of s c a l l o p s : 23.0mm 

Wt: 1.75gm 
10 Pya, Square , Value on Rev: 
Across f l a t s : 19.0mm Wt: I.Ogm 
Across c o r n e r s : 22.5mm 
5 Pyat Twelve s c a l l o p s . Value on Rev: 
Across c r e s t s of s c a l l o p s : iS.'fmm 

V/t: O.S'fgm 
1 Pya, Round. Value on Rev: 
Dia : 17.0mm Wt: 0.57gm 

go 
^ ' . 

J5 
go: 

0 0 

^ : 

^ 
^ ; 

0 

6»̂  

50 

Pya 

25 

I^a 

10 

Pya 

5 

Pya 

1 

Pya 

H^.1 H^.2 H^.3 Ĥ f.̂  H4.5 

FAO Issue 1 Kyat 1975 Cupro nickel. 
Obv: Sheaf of rice, inscription and date: 

j<j)3a60CP i^^ CJO 

Pyi daung zu myama naing ngan ban 
Union of Burma S t a t e s Bank 

Rev: Value: 
O 
O 1 t j a t 

0 0 6 COlO COj( 

Dia: 26.0mm 

t ' t j a t 

Wt: 7.0gm 

^C^3 
1975 
1975 

1 Kyat 

One Kyat 


